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2024 Cougar Sport 2700BH $53,256
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Description New 2024 Keystone RV Cougar Sport 2700BH Keystone Limited Edition Cougar
Sport fifth wheel 2700BH highlights: Triple Double Bed Bunks Tri-Fold Sofa
Sleeper Private Front Bedroom U-Shaped Dinette   This limited edition lightweight
Cougar Sport bunk model features sleeping for ten or more with triple stacked
double bed bunks in the rear bunk room, a large U-shaped dinette that can be
transformed into sleep space, as well as a tri-fold sofa sleeper and a queen bed
in the private bedroom up front.  So, tell the kiddos that they can invite a few
friends because there is room for everyone!   The U-shaped dinette will seat quite
a few of you for meals and even game time, plus the sofa is nearby for even more
to kick back on.  A fully equipped kitchen with overhead microwave, a three
burner range w/oven, and large sink plus storage will make it easy to keep
everyone fed and happy.   A 10.4 Cu. Ft. 12 volt refrigerator will keep all of your
perishable items fresh, and there are plenty of cabinets for storing snacks and
dry goods as well.  Head up the steps to the bathroom featuring a shower with
skylight, sink with overhead medicine cabinet, and toilet.  The private front
bedroom takes you away from the hustle and bustle of the main living area and
bunkhouse to provide a relaxing retreat including a comfy queen bed, dual
nightstands and shirt wardrobes as well as a wardrobe with two drawers along
the interior wall for even more storage.   The Cougar Sport structural I-beam
frame with stamped steel cross-members and outriggers, plus its laminated
sidewalls with five-sided aluminum superstrucure and Alpha Super Flex roof
membrane are what active RVers love about the construction of the Cougar line,
and the Cougar Sport limited edition models are no exception when it comes to a
great package, as well as being smaller and lighter weight than their big brother
Cougar models.  A one-piece, heated and enclosed polypropylene underbelly
means a longer camping season.  On the inside, residential shaker style
hardwood cabinet doors and decorative crown molding, plus seamless pressed
countertops and an on-demand water heater will make your unit feel even more
like home.  You are also sure to appreciate the shiplap style decorative accent
wall behind the bed, a porcelain foot flush toilet in the bathroom, plus residential
kitchen hardware, and so much more. Front Bedroom|Bunkhouse|U Shaped
Dinette

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 41740
VIN Number: fresno-41740
Condition: New
Length: 387
Sleeps: 10
Slideouts: 1

Item address 3633 S Maple Ave, 93725, Fresno, California, United States
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